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About This Content

Play as the jolly fat man 'Santa Claus' and kick zombie ass in the skies as you check the zombie horde off the nice list one by
one.
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Gun damage, health, movement and repair speed are increased when using this character.
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Title: Zombies on a Plane - Santa
Genre: Action, Indie
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Shangri-La Game Studios Ltd
Publisher:
1C Entertainment
Franchise:
1C
Release Date: 28 Mar, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 8/7/Vista/XP PC (32 or 64 bit)

Processor: Intel or AMD New Generation Dual Core 2.0GHz CPU

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA 8800 or ATI 3850

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 1 GB available space
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After playing this, here's what I thought: Audiosurf is truly a masterpiece.. I was holding off my review till the developer fixed
the problem, mentioned in the other reviews, which they did. On inspection it looks great, and it brings nostalga of days with
RPG Maker 2000\/2003 where I would try to make an epic story! I can bring back some old character ideas from my previous
unpublished works. I'm pretty stoked.

Wasn't worth the trouble, but, meh. I didn't truely notice what was missing until the day before the fix so who am I to complain.

I am merely reviewing to clarify it has been fixed, for those who want to buy it.. While this may seem like some old-fashioned
car bumping game, it packs a lot of giggles when you play it.. A fun game, indeed.

But can be frustrating at times. Since the money, upgrades and trace follow to the next level. So if you screw up in the early
level you might have to pay for it later.. This is an extremely fun full body workout. Unlike beat saber, PowerBeats works your
legs and core more, as it makes you duck, dodge, and quickly jump from side to side as you punch the targets. I look forward to
more songs, level editors and custom music support. It's also exciting to see the developers working on different game modes,
more environments, and so much more!.

If you love music\/rhythm games and love tricking yourself into working out, try PowerBeats out!. Abandonware.

Release was lacking, DEVs kept writing they have "real" jobs, and bills to pay. Also, they wanted to keep supporting the game
once they have more funds, but it has been over a year now since any update, consider it as dead.. Such a great soundtrack!
One must experience it by him(her)self to understand what I\u00b4m talking about. :)
A beautiful exploration game with a very nice soundtrack!

My favorite one: Wakening Lands
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=CI3BLjBSmWw. I haven't played an RPG Maker game since people were using RPG
Maker '98... Personally, I like even amateur games like this, knowing that someone went through some effort to write a story
and use this medium to express their creativity. It isn't perfect, but it is fun. I splurged and bought the Deluxe Edition, and
appreciated the additional manga and pictures. In time, I think this developer will come out with something even greater. Until
then, I'm enjoying this.

Edit: In an attempt to make this review more helpful, I'm going to give details. I like that the game has multiple difficulty
settings. I started playing in the hardest mode and find it challenging, but not TOO hard. For flaws, yes, there are spelling and
grammar errors spread out. If you're looking for a deep story, it might not be here. (I'm playing this to the end and I'll update as
I find more depth.)
Having not played an RPG Maker game in a long time, I like this game's combat system. You have Mana and TP, giving more
variety to kinds of attacks you can use. I think the TP regenerates on its own as time goes by, but Mana has to be regenerated
with potions.
I like how your characters hit twice, though the enemies take damage as though it's one hit. Each character can use 2 weapons at
the same time, so you can attack with fire\/ice at the same time, or normal\/dark. Switching up weapons can make a character's
attack weaker or stronger, depending on the enemy.
There is a crafting system. Though items seem to drop on Rare occasions, and I don't know whether you can collect them in the
world (oh, if I could just chop a tree for wood!), it adds a fun dimension to shopping. As I found out from my first experience,
you have to pay attention. A little red bar fills up, and you have to left-click as soon as it turns green to successfully craft an
item. If you fail, you gain some crafting XP, but the items are gone forever. SAVE before trying this.
Also, there are fun test puzzles throughout the game, the first few dealing with pushing\/pulling orbs around and getting to an
exit. The rewards tend to be small, but potions come in handy.
Like the days of Dragon Quest, a level-up is a long way off, and earning money is hard (at least in the most difficult setting. I
don't know if it changes on easier settings.), but I enjoy the grind and the effort that went into creating original characters.. I
recommend this title if you are looking for a quirky light heart RPG with an old school battle system. I look forward in future
titles from this author.. This is my Batman.
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Hits the sweet spot of fun! like RockBand with guns and in VR \u263a A big plus for the ability to upload your own music.. Sa
mi bag ceva in mm de shao khan ca nu mai pot sa trec la story mode.. omu da cu ciocanu ala verde de si l baga n cur noaptea imi
da stun si dupa ma spameaza cu sulitiele dau in el si nu ia dmg bag ceva ca 80 din ore le am incercand sa trec, bag pl in rest jocu
fain. THUMBS DOWN. if u decide to play this on pc u should download the cheating- tool.

its not cheating on 2k its more like a addon and 99% of them players here do it by now.

No cheat\/hack protection.

btw. if u play it legit like me and 10 others here, u have to accept the fact that u most likely never win any event.

. I Love this loco with its iconic early diesel engine sound.. The Mystery P.I. games are the series that got me into hidden object
games a few years ago. That being said, it was a few years ago. These games have aged much better than a lot of the HO games
from around 2009 though. The biggest complaint could be that you repeat scenes during the game, but new ones added in to
keep it interesting.

There is no real story or voice acting that you see frequently today, though I don't think that is a real loss. What there is though,
is a lot of quality HO puzzles with occasional simply solved arranging picture style puzzles between stages. If objects out of size
perspective bothers you though, i.e. pencils the size of skyscrapers, avoid this like the plague.

tl;dr: quality old-style HO game, worth your while on sale.. This game is great on many levels, if you think that this is another
pooping simulator, no it's not, there is a deep plot (and memes):

+Visuals: Simple pixel art, nothing special, but nothing bad as well.

+-Sound: 8-bit music tracks, I like some of them, but some of them making me nervous for no reason so it's a +-. Sound effects
are okay.

+Gameplay: Ok so first of all this game has a nonlinear structure with multiple endings. You face the story of pigeons hard
times, full of various memes with a Russian flavoring on top. Hard difficulty is hard because of the random winds, normal
difficulty is still hard but beatable comparing to the hard one. Anyway, this game is pretty challenging.

+Steamcards - make the game nearly free to play if you take into account the low price.
+Steam achievements.
-Game bugs here and there and you see the developers fixing their game at least twice a day with all those patches, I guess it's
the early release problems, which will be gone later.

Tl:DR - it is a good buy, the game is cheap, challenging and has a nice story.. It cannot runing on windows 10.
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